On Monday, the 12th of May, Bobby Seale University (alas: C W Post Centre) will reopen by a vote of 21-0 the faculty council (on Friday May 8th) passes their resolution. This resolution reopens the school "but on a completely voluntary basis," For the faculty council states also that they are "in support of the national strike." This, of course, will present problems—especially where the right-wingers are concerned. They think, assaninely, that the war is good---stupid fools. But--these people (our fellow students) may make life a bit difficult. They may try to bate us into fights---Don't--keep cool. We must realize that comes Monday (and the rest of the semester) some students will be going to class---DON'T stop them physically. For you will be playing into their hands. Lastly- also remember that on Monday & Tuesday many students who support the strike might go to a class--or a classbuilding to talk to their teachers about the remainder of the semester. In any event DON'T get into a physical confronation......

WASHINGON NEWS......

Never mind what the media told you about Saturday nite in Washington. Never mind what they said about 60,000 rallying at the ellipse. Never mind what they say about student violence. Never mind what they say about a cool-headed police force & Black community indifference.

There were upwards of 100,000 at the ellipse and across the street and well up the hill toward the Wash. monument. The police simply went berserk, as they usually do in a town where you get busted for flying a kite & where they have four--count 'em--four separate uniformed police forces. Depending upon who was getting it wrprst & where, whites & Blacks who knew only first names related in the crisis like people on a first name basis.

The main rally, where old standby Dave Dellinger a rising 'red' star Jane Fonda spoke, Dave insisting that we were not in Washington to "ask" Nixon for anything, & Jane exhorting us to "love" ended early, leaving the great bulk of the crowds standing there, up in the air. About 1,000 ralliers moved well back onto the monument wall to watch an impromptu guerrilla theatre preform. Several thousand others moved to the south end of the mall to marvel at the Yippies, many of them high, do their unadorned thing in the reflecting pool. It was at this juncture that police presence, at about 4:30, became ominous for the first time. Some sixty police form the Metro squad moved in on the Yippies, busting many for indecent exposure, while 2 dozen mounted police drove the on-
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KUNSLTER AT HOFSTRA
by D J Cahill

"Nixon has got to realize now that you have got your shit together" Bill Kunstler told alrally Friday on the south campus of Hofstra, that also featured Rep. Allard Lowenstein & student strike leaders With flowing mane & a face drawn with the agony of defending H. Rap Brown, "public enemy #11", Kunstler called upon 'those evil men' to establish "some measure of credibility...give us some ray of hope that the changes we want will come
...overnite...something they have the power to do: send those fucking ships over there and pull those men out of those countries!"
Interrupting to cheer again & again the crowd of over 1500 heard Kunstler state that it was their "moral duty" to head—maxx off a rerun of 1933 Germany. Students were urged to "take the strike to all our brothers." There, he said, include all public & private high school students, echoing his call of earlier this week to "shut down the entire economy."

"I am fifty years old," said Kunstler raising his fist, "...let me tell you what this fist means to me. It is a hand that I would prefer to extend...but it also has the feature of this finger fpr squeezing a trigger." Kunstler declared that we are "in a peaceful revolution" but also that we "must stop being vicarious revolutionaries...stpo letting the Panthers, do the dying for us...we must all be Panthers, and I mean that in every conceivable sense...we must make it clear that we will go to the wall for what we believe. If we don't our commitment just isn't good enough"
Lowenstein,in contrast, was low-keyed, even a bit casual. He looked like a Long Island homeowner going out to mow in slacks & light grey jacket, his lawn, than a Congressman just back form a frustrating meeting of congress. Lowenstein said of Nixon's "bonner"

that they were "...the most beautiful generation yet produced in this country." Lowenstein said that debate on the constitutionality of the Cambodian adventure was limited to "thirty or forty seconds per man" & that the effort attempt to make copies of the statements to the question available to congressmen's constituents was thwarted by the majority. Lowenstein cautioned the students against violence, quoting the late Robert Kennedy who reminded them that their "job, in the words of Aeschylus, Kennedy's favorite poet, remains "to make gentle the way of the world". Lowenstein, who faces serious challenge all winter from his constituents as to whether his voting represented the community consensus, called upon students "...to work for the defeat of all of these men who support war."

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY TAKEN BY TWO MEMBERS OF THE SOCIOLOGY DEPT.
willingness to participate:
freshmen—73% Sophomore—63%
Junior—-60% Senior—-57%
Graduate—-23% Faculty—-43%
Will not at all participate:
freshmen—18% Sophomore—21%
Junior—-28% Senior—-34%
Graduate—-69% Faculty—-43%
expection of violence:
34% of general student body expected violence. 36% of the freshmen, 50% of the graduates
As for closing of the school for the strike: 71% of the students were in favor of this, and some 64% of the faculty.

This survey was carried out on Monday under the supervision of Profssers Lippman & Laudin with the help of 17 other people from Post, mostly students who jumped at the chance of some "instant sociology"
A more complete report of this study will be published later. [see info on RSA survey on pg5]
lookers back & northward. A note of comic relief was interjected here as two Nat. Guard "duce & a half" trucks, used earlier for towing water wagons to the periphery of the ellipse, rescued the Yippies & drove them jumping & shouting--"We want dope, we want dope!!"--thru adjoining streets. When queried, a Nat Guard sergeant later said he was "positive" that police would not bust anyone in a Guard truck.

Repeated rumors, all substantially the same, had your Grok reporter hustling down Constitution Av. to a reported clash at the Labor Dept. Police there were unwilling to comment on the pile of picket-type signs that they seemed to be guarding some distance from the front door. All rumors of Weathermen breaking into Constitution Av buildings are false. Bullet-proof 2-story steel overdoors were in evidence everywhere.

At 5:40 pm members of the city demonstration unit jocularly strolled to the corner of Constitution & NW 9th & opened fire with old fashioned CW guns on an ill-organized band of some four hundred protesters who described themselves as "bums". The group, lead by no one person, was made up of "Mobers" YANF'ers, & a host of un-affiliates. After throwing one bottle & 2 rocks all of which fell short of the policeman, the tired & bedraggled "bums" called the move off.

One Columbia-type butyric acid/red paint stink bomb was hurled at the door of the Injustice Dept. This brought a second, smaller barrage of gas from Patrolmen who had already removed their gas-masks & commenced laughing. Thruout all were surprising silent. Five minutes later the police boarded a DC Transit bus, waved good-bye & drove away. At 6:05 a street sweeper collected the broken bottle from the deserted street.

The local radio's account was, to say the least, startling.

A #34 route DC bus had to detour for several blocks, at approx 6:30 & through few passengers & apparently fewer reporters paid much attention this detour signalled the start of one of 3 major clashes that ran, on & off & on again, throughout the nite.

Students protesting war profiteering by the airlines, sat down & peaceably occupied K street btwn 11th & 17th Avs NW. Again the crowd was subdued. Little of the rancor one comes to expect filtered thru the open windows. As the bus struggled to turn around a good deal of CS gas did filter in & one shall carombed off the side of the bus.

Grok does not presume to state accurately the number of arrests made yesterday in the capital. Every publication of note has its own reputable & anonymous source, & the DC police have 4 or more of these depending on how you look at their report announcings. 250 arrests today, Sunday. At midnight bail rascals & strike housing officers at Howard & Georgetown Universities agreed at the rate the names of persons charged were coming in considering the listed times of arrest, some 500 had probably been arrested by then. The many early am arrests, particularly between 12:30 & 1:00 am at GWU, scene of a sanctuary curfew fiasco that police admit netted 150, were undoubtedly to be listed as Sunday arrests.

In the intervening hrs police & Nat Guard drove protesters from 16th & K to 18th & L with gas barrages that brought local residents reeling into the streets in anger & disbelief. A pitched battle was fought here, spreading to 16th & I, near the White House, where demonstrators already gassed, in an attempted sit in were trying to escape as best they could. Thus trapped they recive the worst of the nite's attacks.

Reference: WASHINGTON NEWS...cont'd
WORKSHOPS AT OLD WESTBURY THIS WEEK
Monday--11am American imperialism in Canada rm 112 Coe Hall
  1pm the angel mask on the devil's face: USA imperialism rm 251 Coe
  3pm future of the movement, theory & practice rm 103 Coe Hall
  3pm Today's Black liberation fronts & the current crisis
3:30pm effects of the war on the psychology of youth rm 112 Coe
4pm Cuba rm 113 Coe Hall
5pm Women's consciousness-raising rm 251 Coe Hall
Tuesday--10am Capitalism & Women's Liberation rm 251 Coe Hall
  11am USA imperialism rm 112 Coe
  1pm Power in Amerikkka: the ruling class on LI rm 103 Coe
  2pm Techiques of propaganda rm 251 Coe Hall
2:30pm Subversion rm 112 Coe
  4pm War taxes rm 103 Coe
  5:30pm effects of war on psychology of youth rm 251 Coe
  7:30pm American foreign policy for organizers rm 251 Coe Hall
  8pm Black consciousness rm 103 Coe

Campus is in the Planting fields in Oyster Bay workshops are open to all. Most workshops meet every day. If you are going & have a car please call STRIKE centers at Post [299-2291] and Old Westbury [922-9811] so we can find rides for those who do not have means of transportation

TACTICAL PIGS
Have you ever been stopped By a tactical pig?
LThe first thing you notice The hog is so big
They all weigh three hundred
They stand seven feet tall
They've got lost of muscle
But their brains are real small
Now some Black folk are learning
Others have known all the time
That a hog is just chit'lings & mucus and slime

RSA SURVEY--ONE OF THE FACTORS IN MONDAY'S DECISION ON RE-OPENING

Persons 'close to the administration have provided the "authentic" results as the following: 955 ballots filed, of which 755 were residents & 200 were commuters. On question one: for or against the current strike the vote was 803 for, & 125 against. On question two: whether or not to strike through Saturday the vote was 772 yes, 159 against. On question three, whether or not to strike th the end of the semester, the vote was 596 for 328 opposed. On the fourth: whether students were willing to strike if no credit was given for the spring semester: vote was 71 for 683 opposed. Fifth to accept P/F grades should strike continue brought a positive vote of 452 and 341 negative. Results of question six, according to our anonymous source, show that 445 students polled would accept their mid-term grades as final grades while 317 would not. 556 students however stated that they would accept their present grade as final where 232 found this proposal unacceptable. In response to ques. 3 of the students polled, 503 said they would accept take-home exams, 248 of them said they would not. Ques.9, perhaps the most crucial, asked whether students should be allowed to attend classes voluntarily if/and or/ in spite of the fact that a strike continues. 574 said "yes" opposing "no" votes of 347. President Payton could not be reached for comment at the time this information came into our hands

[from first column]
So let's go good brothers
It's hog killing season
All revolutionaries know
That we've got enough reason so to Hell with their muscle, their gristle & brawn, you are as big as they are, If you've got a piece.
POLITICAL EDUCATION CLASSES

at BOBBY SEALE UNIVERSITY

Today:

Women's Liberation--discussions of the various Women's Liberation groups, early history, what's going on now. Organizing and how each individual sees him/herself in terms of the W.L. movement as more/less (or whatever) masculine or feminine--how you relate to liberation............ SM
[led by Sue Charpentier & Sandy Marder at 1 pm Humanities 203]

Personal Liberation--participants will examine their own motives & examine how each individual relates to the movement, intellectually & emotionally....
[led by Bob Keisner & Ruth Sobel in Formal guardians at 9am & 1pm]

Latin America & Cuba--political & economic aspects of imperialism in Latin America. significance of the Cuban revolution--advantages & disadvantages of the new social society............RR
[led by Raymon Rueda 10am LS139]

Socialism & Capitalism--analysis of the benefits & evils of socialism & capitalism, how they relate to the masses of people. What system would most benefit the majority of people......
[led by Melvin Cheek 10am at rm 200 Roth Hall]

Racism--discussions of the origins & development of racism. What part does it play in the hands of the government?......
[led by Melvin Cheek 1pm in rm 201 Roth Hall]

Military- Industrial- Educational complex--Is the educational complex a microcosm of the M-I complex?. For what reasons?...
[led by Prof Murphy 1pm Hum 200]

Guerrilla Theater--purpose is to engage in meaningful, powerful ways of expressing, social & political realities thru theater...
[led by M Elsaas 1pm at the theater]

The University--discussions among participants about how the university shapes & effects their lives....[led by Victor Skolnik 9am in rm 200 Hum bldg]

The Panthers--discussion of the original purpose for the Black Panther Organization...........
[led by Don McKenzie 9am in rm 101 Roth Hall]

OTHER CLASSES ARE BEING GIVEN BUT WE DO NOT HAVE DESCRIPTIONS OF THEM YET listed below are titles & rooms of all other classes we know of at BSU.

Racism-Hum 100, 9am James
Civil Disobedience-LS 118, 9am, 1pm
Radical Culture & Soc movement-Hum 105, 9am Plotstein
Ecology, Politics & Survival-Roth Hall 103, Kepler 9am 4pm
Community Organization-Hum 100, [cont'd pg 2]
POLITICAL EDUCATION CLASSES

cont'd from page one
10pm Edna Wildman, Big 0
History of racism in america
-LS 139, 10pm Weiss
Repression & revolt-1pm Press
Imperialism in Latin America
-1pm Jacier Sola

Police shot & killed a black man in tonites racial disturb-
ances in Augusta Ga. stemming
from a jailhouse death of a negro. Hospital officials also
reported 35 injuries, 10 from
gunshot wounds. More than a
dozens fires were reported in
Augusta & police & Nat Guards
man here reported gunfire.

As reported by Bill Cook, a
student at New Mexico, & eye-
witniss to last week's bayonett
attack where 12 students & 2
newsmen were repeatele stab-
bed. "Newsmen", said Cook,
"were especially singled out.
I saw one guy get it four times."
National guard busted the 137
occupants of the liberated
student union bldg. including
student gov't leader Erik
Nelson, who led the sit in
Cocke said they were all thrown
in the local "drunktank", their
rights were not advised to
them, no phone calls were per-
mit, & medical aid "was very
slow to materialize" Guards
then occupied the bldg New
Mexico students demanded that
the administration suspend
its $50,000 federal grant re-
search on "who are the radicals."

G R O K
Published on the sly by salty old
dogs & snot-nosed punks, Grok
may at times be the work of
raving madmen, necrophiliacs,
or every day freeps, but we,
the staff pledge to every
BUM who gets his grubby fingers
on a copy that we'll DO IT.

THE. M O V E M E N T NEEDS

MONEY TO PAY OUR BILLS....

telephone, printing, paper,
poster board, ink, postage.
Contributions can be taken
to either 144 Pell Hall or
to the Philosophy office.

POLICY ON PRINTING Strike
center, Pell Hall prints
most of the material needed.
Flyers are printed for who-
ever needs them if they pro-
vide the paper & master. Letters
reprints & such are done if
paper is provided if you do
not have paper come & we will
see what can be done.

IF YOU HAVE MATERIAL FOR
INCLUSION IN GROK [STRIKE-
NEWS] BRING IT TO EITHER
STRIKE CENTER.

WHAT CAN YOU DO????????????

Write or send a telegram to your
senators & congressmen, indic-
ing your opposition to the war &
your support of the National Str-ike. Express your support of
anti-war bills in your state
legislature.

ATTEND THE POLITICAL EDUCATION
CLASSES AT YOUR AREA UNIVERSITY!

Send this letter to your con-
gressman:

In order to preserve the demo-
cratic process of the american
way of life & thus preserve
law & order I urge you to pull
our troops out of SE Asia. We
stop the war which has been con-
tinued & escalated as a result of
the unconstitutional use of the
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution. The
president is moving troops with-
cut the approval of congress &
the PEOPLE!

Therefore I request that you
institute immediate legislative
action to repeal the Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution.